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Overview

- 2.13 million temporally localized 3-second videos
- 700,000 positive labels
- 1.64 million negative labels
- 353 “moment” classes
- Multi-label annotation
- High-level conceptual moments
- Scene transformation/changes
- Breadth of moment examples

Data Distribution

- Balanced across classes
- More than 1,000 videos per action
- Human, animal, object and natural phenomena agents
- Visual and auditory annotation

Moment Recognition Baselines

- 3-stream baseline model
  - Spatial
  - Temporal
  - Auditory
  - Fusion via multi-class linear SVM
- Human (H) vs non-Human (NH) agent comparison
- Learned class similarity
- Spatial attention analysis

Scene, Object and Action Correlation

- Networks trained on both ImageNet (objects) and Places (scenes)
- Bayesian inference
- 10-fold cross validation
- Importance of audio stream